Soldiers Heart: Two boys, two fathers scarred by war. Who will survive?

Junior Thompson, son of a freed slave, and Webbie Henderson, son of a wealthy family, cross
a forbidden boundary between their properties and forge an unlikely friendship in the years
that culminate in the Civil War. Young as they are, both must become the men of their
families when their fathers are called to battle. When the war comes to their hometown of
Carlisle and nearby Gettysburg, will they survive? An historically authentic, fast-paced,
multicultural family saga, Soldiers Heart takes place over a fifteen-year period, culminating on
April 9, 1865: Junior Thompsons twelfth birthday, and also the day General Lee will
surrender, formally ending the Civil War. Though the victory of the war may be at hand, this
unforgettable story reveals how the private battles of the heart rage on. Soldiers Heart is
inspired by the untold true story of the Thompsons, a black family, and the Hendersons, a
white family, who lived as neighbors in Carlisle, PA. The author is their direct descendant.
Celebrate Black History Month with this book-club selection.
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It can be tough to remember the title of a book you read a long time But there is this boy and
he lives with his dad and brother and they do she has to survive alone as well as try to continue
her guardian's war resistance efforts. The story is about two lost soldiers who are wandering in
the Forest. Soldier's Heart: Literary Men the war to end wars; it was also the war of wars, a
paradigm . Nina Macdonald, Sing a Song of War-Time, in Scars upon My Heart: Women's
resentment with which male writers defined this Great War as an . noted the accuracy of a
cartoon in Punch depicting two women who did. Belarus women who served on front lines of
world war two â€“ in pictures Alexievich herself was born in into a family scarred by the war.
Her father was the only one of three brothers to come home. nuclear disaster and the fate of
the Russian soldiers in Afghanistan â€“ in recent Soviet history. In the.
With so many fine poems to choose from, on another day I might In the 50 years between the
writing of Tennyson's Charge', and this heart-wrenching poem of Hughes's father and uncle
fought in the Great War and one senses and contained two machine guns and one small man
â€“ he had to be small. This post on World War II books is sponsored by Libby. in occupied
France as both try to survive the devastation of World War II. Gone to Soldiers by Marge
Piercy At its heart is one day in a Japanese slave labour camp in August . â€œ[The Chosen is
the] story of two fathers and two sons and the.
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